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The 'Toroidal-Vortex of Stellar/ Atomic Meta-Evolution [The Self·Development of the Galactic Interstellar Medium/ 'CulIlulum'l
The Capital Eventity
Planetwide Market 'Macro-Mf'ta-Dynamir.~'-- 'Tomidal-Vortical' Model ofGJobal HUrn..ln-SociaJ Reproduction
Why'Psy(ho-Histori(al'?
Per~onalPsychc/Sorna Mct..-Dynamic~

Personal Meta-Evolutions - Ufe-Habits, SkiJJ.-Levels, Persona
Personal Meta-Evolutions -- Nature and Nurture
Personal Meta-Evolutions - Judgnlf'nt and Mode of Cognition [Org~non]

Personal Meta-Evolutions -- The Somatic Dialectic
Pel'iOIIal Meta-Evolutions -- Methodologie; and Te<::hnologies of 11l~ 5a<7la::; ofSubjec:tWity
Pt.TsI.>nal Meta-Evolution:; ~ An Enannous Diswvery, The Revelation of lblis, Tile Di!;WVeT)J ofan £nonnify and ofan blem.y Within

Self-Reflexivity / Self-Refluxivity as the Essence of Dialectical Meta-Dynamics
'Meta·Monadology': Unitary Conception of "The Dialectic OfNature" [Ubiquity of the 'Graduated Cumulum' of "'being-for-it.~elf" Pmta-Subjectivity] ..
The 'Operator' Concept within Operatorial Ideography and lhe Icleogr..phy of 'Even tily' and o( 'Self-Duality'
From Redw:till1li~tand Statical Ontologies to the 'Sdf~fl5truc/;onisl','Meta-Monadizing', Meta-Genealogical Onto-Oynllmic:; of Dialt.'<:ti<::al Idt.'UK'"phy
The Phenomenology of 'Indivi-O""lify'· TI'e Paradox of 'ImJioisible Duality' [of 'Umfivilled Dlla/s']
The~ Dialecticalldcography as Control-Boolean Algebra

The «Auflleben:» Conservation of 'Peanicity': The.!'!.Q. Dialectic.al Idf'ography as "Non-Slandard Model' of Peano "Na tural Numbl'ts" Arithmetic

Dialecti<::al 'Meta-Sy~tcJru;' as vill-Onwersion-Singufarity Self-Bifurcating 'Meta-Systems'
A BreakthroUgh in the Ideography of Dialectical Negation [Ontological Self-Innovation]
The Multi-Meta-0ntic 'Culnuil/Ill': 'Meta-fractal', 'Evolute', 'Cumulatively-Entangled' Owrncter ofa Dialectical Time-E,rergy!Space-Matler rVis-JContilUlwn
The Space of Dialectical OperatioTt~
The Meaning of Dial .....ticai Contradiction: Onlo-Dynamical 'Self-Du3Uty' / 'Self-Momentum'
Meta-Dynamical Nonlinearity and Dial('(;ti<::al Proces:;
Conjt.'Cture: The Fundamental Theurem of Dialecticalldeography

Brif'jings 011 }H -- Q,-FOTmIJlation of 11,1' 'Melu-Syst('mut;c' Diulcelie oj 8: Mdu-Modd of flu: Meta-ElIOluhon from It to Q to U to ~+ using tile Q Algebra

Meta-Briefing:Briefing on Briefings.

[~] 9.:z: Briefing on Q. AlitJmretics Of'UllqUIIlltijM~' Ontie QUIIlijiers - G",,,,,;,, Apparlltus oja Contra-Boolean [Onto-]Logil'al Calculus.

[9gu] ~: Briefing on y, QUlluto-QUlllitatiVt' G,lculi Madding Mda-J)y"ami~of!lniuerse-of-Disrours.- Multi-PopullitiOn Metli-Distributiuns.

[~] - 9.7: Briefing on a»,.. QUlIn to-Qualitative Calculus ofOntologically and Metlimlly QUIIli&d QusUltijiers as Siale- Variables Illid Control-Paruml'tl'r5 jOr

Unified, Nume,;caljDime"sin",,1 A,,,,lys'salld Singularity 'Semantifirntion' ['Re-Qualified Metafinih: Analysi.s'l_
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Zoom-In Map of Briefings Sub-Section

Briefings on~ - Q-Fonnulahon of tile 'Mda-5ysleml'tic' Diuleetir; of N. Meta-Model of Ore MeUl-ElIOlution from!! to Q 10'y' 10 ,,~+ using II", Q Algl'hrQ

Meta-Briefing: Briefing on Briefings.

Potential Notational-Conceptual Unfamiliarities.

Potential ConceptuaVTerminological Unf-amiliarities.
Plato's term «Dianoetics».
Plato's tenn «Dialectics».
The philosophical term "Ontology".

Overview of Briefings.

Mathematical Logic, Dialectical Logic, and 'The Godelian Ideo-Meta-Dynamic'.

Historica 1Dialectics, Systematic Dialectics, 'Meta-Systematic Dialectics', afld Oialecticalldeography.

The Plot-'Line' Of This Story.
The Plot Thickens.
The Plol Thickens Again.
Thicker Still.
Pure-Qualltita tive Arithmetics, 'Purr.-Qualita tive A ritllmeties', alld 'Quanto-Qualita tive A rithmeties',

Our Meta-Systematic Dialectic 0111 alld the Historical Dialecticofthe KArchc» O{Writt('11 Lal/fluage.

Sketch: TI,e FOUl/datiollS ofMatllema tics. Tile Dialectic orSet 1'1IeoTl{, alld 1·lIe Set ]'heory o(Dialectic.

Characterization of these Briefings as a Whole.

Zeros versus Units; Was «archb, versus ~ as «archb>.

Notational Differentiation of Unit Meta-Numerals from Null Meta-Numerals,

Contemporaneous Convenience versus Psycho-Historical Aptness,

The Initial Version of the Peano Postulates [for til.

The Later Version of the Peano Postulates [for 1tJ.

'Extended' or' Vectorial' View of Units versus fractal 'infrajinitude' of "extension less" Zeros.

Origins: The Geometric Logic of «Aufhebe,,» Subsumptioll/Evolute COllseroatioll,

q as ultimate recession I vanishing-point I'meta-infra-finite' remnant of N within Q.
o

U as ultimate recession I vanishing-point I'meta-infra-finite' remnant of Q wilhin!!,o

Po as ultimate recession I vanishing~point I'meta-infra-finite' remnant of Uwithin "l!/
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Zoom-In Map of Briefings Sub-Section [continued]

[M! j- 9,' Briefing on Q,

Arithmetics o/,UlIquantijiable' Ontic Qualifiers - Get/eric Apparatus of a Con'tTa-Boolean IOnto-]Logical Calculus.

.Q Arithmetic (Statics).
Rule O. [The Rule of Ontological Diversity].
Rule 1. [The Non-Amalgamation Rule].
Rule 2. [The Rule of Ontological Parsimony].
Rule 3. [The ~(Aufhebem}Evolute Product Rule].

Q Statical Al~ebra and Statical GeometT1/.

Q Meta-Dynamical Algebra.
Meta-Rule 1. [Meta-Evolution Equation].
Meta-Rule 2. [Generating Equation for the progression of antitheses].
Meta-Rule 3. [Generating Equation for the onto-by-onto progression].
Four 'Meta-Dynamical' Product Rules and Their 'Godel Numbering Subscript-Rule' Variants.

QMeta-Dynamical Geometry.

QArithmetic and Historical Dialectics.

QArithmetic and [Meta-lSystematic Dialectics.

Transition.
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Zoom-In Map of Briefings Sub-Section [continued]

[ !I<m j- g3: Bdefing on J.!

Quanto-Qualitative Calculi Modeling Meta-Dynamics of Y,niverse-of-Discourse MuW·Population Meta-Distributions.

Q: Transitions Within Itversus Transitions Beyond It [Le., to U. [ and BeyondJ 1.

Systematic Dialectics: S!{slt'm"lie Lvries Qfthe 'Pre-Programmed, Rehearsed Micro-Histories' ofTheot1f:/'resentatimull Progressions.

Dialectical-Ideographic Models of the 'System' and of the 'Meta-System' of Dialedical Ideography [to-date].

The 'Intra-Duality' of "Natural" Arithmetic and the Progression from Q ..!..Q U. , and Reyond J.

Sketch: Narrative Exposition/Model of the 'Meta-Systematic Dialectic' ofH. through N L..--..,Q to u..
Thesis -- Simple Self-Unity: 1nitial, Limited Apperception / Interpretation ofIi as the N-only Ideography.
Antithesis -- Self-Difference: Self-Intra-Differentiation and Self-Intra-Opposition o/the Simple Unity.

Some Descriptive Limitations / Inadequacies of the N -only Ideography qua Ideography.
Qualitative Inspecificily - Absence of Ideographic-Arithmetic Ontological/Metrical Determinateness.
Self-Exo-Differentiation of, and Exo-Opposition to, this Simple Unity: The Emergence/Formation of the QIdeography.

Some Descriptive LimitationsfInadequades of the Q Ideography: 'Possibility-Spaces' vs. 'Actuality'.
The .a. Ideogra phy: Somt: fuipl'(.1s of Its 'Homeomorphic Defect'.

Quantitative It/specificity; Deficiency Of Additive Idempotency - Population-Count Unspecifiability.
Timing Limitalions: Confinemt:ntto Lo<:k-Step Co-Manifestation of Every Onto in Each Incrempnt of Ontology_
Tile A bS(!IIa oj' Extit/ctioll'; Confinement to 'Absolu te Evolut icily' [Inability to Express Partial 'Cunwilltil'ity' & 'Inviability'].

Synthesis -- Complex Re-Unity ['Metrl-l"inite', 'Meta-fractal', 'SeIfSuh5lmlptive' SelfRe-Ullijicatirm]: 9.aH & [as} the YIdeography.

Some Aspects of IQuanto-Qualitative Computation' and 'Quanto-Qualitative-Modeling' in u..
Interpretation of ~ Ul 'Cumula' as 'Meta-Fillite', 'Meta-Fractal',' Multi-Dillie', 'Multi-Population Mela-Distributiulls'.

The Operator ~.

The Operator ~.

Flexible Timing- Empirically Faithful Dt:scription ofthe Order and Dating of the Births of New Ontology.
The Actualities of Local Extinction and of Radicallnv iability.

Capability for Modeling Radically Unfit / Even-Initially-Unviablc Ontos.

Capability for Empirically ritting Descriptions of Local 'Convolutions' within Global Evolution and 'Mdu-Ewlutiun'.
Split Accounts: The Limitations of the Capability - Separate Modeling of Conversion Loms & Conversion Formation.

Transition: Some Descriptive Limitations/ Inadequacies of the U. Ideography.
Restricted Repertoire of 'State-Variables' and 'Control Parameters': Confinement to 'Population CardinolTlr.>try'.

Need for Explicit, Ideographic 'Metrical Quulifiers', versus both 'Ontological Qualifiers' and 'Pure Quantifiers'.
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Zoom-ill Map of Briefings Sub-Section lconcluded]

[~ I - 9,: Briefing un .~

Quanta-Qualitative Calculus of Dntologically and Metrically Duallfied Quantifiers for Unified,
NumericnI/Dimensional Analysis and Singularity 'Semantification' ['Re-Qualified Metafinite Analysis'].

The 'Intra-Duality' of'QuaIJto-Qualitative' Arithmetic and the Progression {rom .u to ni!:, J and Beyond I.

Sketch: Narrative Exposition/Model of the 'Meta-Syste11lO.lic Dialectic' of.u through .u.~M to gUo

Thesis +- Self-Unity: Initial, Limited Apperception of,U, as Ontology.only Quanto-Qualification.

Partial Antithesis -- Self-Difference: Self-Intra-Differentiation to Self-Intra-Opposition of the Self-Unity.
Some Descriptive Limitations/ Inadequacies of the JJ Ideography [Some kopec-Isot lis 'Homeomorphic Defect'].

Metricallnspeci[teity - Idr:ographic-Arithmr:ticalll1exprt5sibility of Explicit Mr:trical Determinations.
Re8tricted Repertoire of 'Slate-Variables' and 'Control Paramelel'$': Confinement to 'PopUJllticm uroinomrlTy'.
NHd foe Explicit, TdensraPhic 'Mdriod Qw>Jifirr-t. versus both 'OntolugiCIII QullliJim1 ilDd 'Purr QWlntifrr-t.

Self-Exo-Differentiation ot and Exo-Opposition to, this Self-Unity: Emergence/Formation of the M Ideography.

[~ ] - 9...: 'Peanic',Y!t-Quwttifi4bu, 'Contm-Boouan' ArithnU!tic M.lIpping Onlo-Dyn.llmics (rom a Single MetricJUnit .......ch#..

Some Descriptive LimitationsfInadequacies of the 9tt. M. Ideography.

Unquantifability.

Confinement to the 'O"to-Dyllamics' of a Sillgle "Spedu· of Mdric/Metrical UnitIyJ.

Ambiguity I Multi-Valence of Division/Decomposition ri.e., of 'Mdrico.l Qualifier Factorization'].

Partial Syntheses -- Partial Solutio1ls: Steppingstones and Half-Way Houses on the Way to Full Synthesis.
Progressive Parhal Sy"lheses as also Progressive Partial Alltithtsts.

[ 9.u.H ] - 90s: 'Punic', QllJUltifiabu, 'Contra-Boolean' Arithmetic MappingMult;pln o( the Metrical Units uising from the

'Onto-Dynamasis' of a Single MetricfUnil «Archi.,

[ 9.t4o. ] - 90: 'Punic', Un-Quantifiable, '8001.._' Units Mapping 'Diophantine Monnds' (or an Indefinite Multiplicity of

Qualibl;vely/Onlologic.1l1y Dist i ncl Monadic Spedes.

Syntllesis -- Self-Re-Unity l'Mttll-Finiu-', 'Ml'tll-Fmctal', 'SelfSuh!;wllptiVt" &if-R~Ullifi(ll'ion): ~ or s.w as the aM, Ideography.

Some Aspects of 'Quanto-Qualitative Computation' and 'Qlla"to-Qllalitative Modeling' in ai!:,.

Interpretation of ~ M,,, '(un/uta' as Models of 'Meta-System' 'Meta-Dynamics' -- o( Sequences of Systems separated by

'Metll-Frllctul', 'Mdll-Finitc', SdfHlfirrcnhon 'Conversioll Singularities', Modeled via Ullified Stau•.c;,I<U~(mtrol-S1KU:1' 'Ml'ta-S~as',

describing such 'Meta-Evolution' via OntologiQll/Dimell~ilJtulVAxial/M,,'ri('n1 ['Qwznto-Qualitative'] Net Sdfb:punsiun uf the 'Mda-SplICl:'.

The Problem of Zero Division.

The 'PIlTiulox ojSillgulnrity' in Dynamical 'Total·Differential' and 'Partial·Differential' Systems.
The Paradox of Infinite Error: "Instantaneous' Transition from Micro-FinitiP. RP..<lidu ..ls 10 In(;nily Residuals.
The Metrico-Ontological 'l"ixity' of Dynamical Systems Models·· Coroll.lIyo( 'Tlu! Parml'nid.,om PostuUl/.e'?
!iingularity and 'n,l NOlJlilU!arity Barriet'.

The Two Components of "U,,-~v.1bility".

Djff~nn ... l Equ.1lion Higher [)('gro;' / Dcgn.'<.''' 1 Nunhno:anty be!> to Proneness to 'Moveable-Pole' Singularity,
..JUI.: to ',1l.'lllmmUlton;;;:d' I"ncxlltroed~ dyrulIllrClfIftmu- dlffirmas •• hl"f,vllryillgfwldi(m~ minu!> llmlroJ ptmm...'us.

The 'Collvnsioll Meta-Dyllamit:' and Zero Division.

Physical Meanings of fMeta-]Dynamicai 'Coll1ursioll-Sillgularity' ...s Guidr: to its Mathematical Representation.
The «0. posteriori», 'synthetic~,inductive, empirical Principle of 'MetafinifY.
Singuluity and Onto-Dynamasi8.
PurP-QlUl1Ititative Zeros Vet"S1.L~ Pun-Q~litativt! uros versus Quunlo-Qwdilo.'~Zeros.

The 'Mdllod oIIOntological-Metrical] Re-Qua liftcQ tio,,' and 'Si"sularity Semalltljica lioll'.

Computation of Singularitiuvia 'The Method ofRt<-QuaUficatiorr' - Some Illustrations.
The Roc:ktt I;qvation:. «~dan.b!1IlO Expe'rimenL
The Newtoni.an MiUfY-Boti.'f Probum_
The Ultnminut u.to.stropht.
The 'MetJJ-Dy700.miC'.s' of StelLu 'Mrlll-E_fldicm': Conversion Singularity Nllcleosynthtsis Inter-Epochal Transitions.

Transition to ,11 and Beyotld: Some Descriptive Limitations/ Inadequacies 0/ the ai!:,Ideography.
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Zoom-In Map of Briefings Sub-Section [concluded]

[~] - g7: Briefing on a~

Quanta-Qualitative Calculus of Onfologically
NumericaljDimcnsional Analysis and Singularity
[continued & concluded].

and Metrically Ouallfied Quantifiers for Unified,
'Semantification' ['Re-Qualified Metafinite Analysis']

Transition to the Next Section: The Precocity of these Briefings and the Work of Part II.

The Scale of Systematic-Dialectical'ldco-Meta-Evolution' from N to W to Z to Q to R and Beyond.

The Scale of 'Tdeo-Meta-Evolution' from tfA. to~ to r..A. to g,A. to flA., ... within each A..

The Psycho-Historicalldeo-Uialectic of N.
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•[~ 1- Q2: Brj~fillgmeQ. A.rjtlln~til:..< ()f'UnqUJVItifiabl~' Ontic Quo.lifit1ff, - Gf1~rir. ApptUAtus ola Conlru-8<KJ1,'un {OntQ-jLog;cul Calculus

•Transition In: Cr>nIliltatimud C..IIlculatiVl' nuiVlltion oftl... IRules-1Sllst<,m IIJn..OnlolosiCid Cult'¥o/'I Jmuted ,!!Q - ~b--

A rules-system of operatorial ideograms representing generic 'kind-oj-being qualifiers' -- generic 'ontological
qualifiers' -- as the '[mela-]numerals' denoting the 'unquantifiable' or 'purely-qualitative' [meta-]1Iumbers of a
dialectical arithmetic which provides a 'meta-dynamicaf, «auto-kinesis lit version of the Platonic "'aritlrmetit:
of dialectics"', the (Iaritltmos eidetikos», or «arithmos noetikos».

Section III. of Dialectical 1deoVaphy. entitled The Arithmetics of Meta-Evolution, is designed to
comprehensively present an KQ model of the 'meta-system' of the progression of the dialectical ideographies; of

the 'meta-slJstematic dialectical', categorial-self-progression, systems-self-progression, 'connotative-calculative'
derivation of the various "'epochs"', or stages, of the dialectical ideographies, in which the !!!.Q system itself

arises within the second stage, 't - 1, immediately after the first, 't - 0 stage, and in which each successor
system of dialectical arithmetic is more concrete and more complex -- richer in determinations - in terms of its
capability for description of both the dynamics & the 'meta-dynamics' of natural & 'human-natural' systems.
That is, this 'meta-systemntic dialectic' of the dialectical arithmetics is modeled, in Section III., by means of the
second-arising system of dialectical arithmetic in that systems-progression, the !!!.'l dialectical arithmetic, which

arises immediately after the ~Natural numbers- system of arithmetic. This yields a model, thus written in the
language of one of the dialectical arithmetics iL..elf, of the dialectic of the dialectical urithmetics. By assiming

the «"rche» system of arithmetic of this 'meta-system' - namely, the -first-order" rules-system of the -Natural

numbers, N, represented by the first four of the five Peano Postulates, which lrules-Jsystem we denote by Ii
•- to the first of the If.Q meta-numbers, denoted by ~h [symbolizing this act of assignment via the expression

•!! - g1], we obtain the following 'connotative calculation', or 'intensional, heuristic derivation', of the~ system

of rules of dialectical arithmetic, part of "'number-system one'" [~ }, from "'number-system zero'" [1tJ --
,

unqUllfflrst qu.affita unyml!m - (unqul/ffl'lh1 quantifiers a.<: numbM) .. unqual"fiedquan!ifim as numbers _ ungYantifiabie qualifiers as 'me!a-mmbert', or.

The "Natural" numbers space, N _ {1, 2. 3 ....}, in this derivation, is stipulated as basing the first-"tltesis"

[rules-] system, or 'ideo-ontological' category, of arithmetic, ,K, This It COlUlotes an arithmetic of 'Peanic'
r_first-order-Peano-Postldates-compliant] 'unqualified quantifiers' as numbers. This first 'tltesis' rules-system, or
category, of ariUlmelic, as a result of its 'intra-duality', its harboring within itself of "non-standard models" of

the "Standard Natural numbers" -- i,e., by what wc tcrm 'ideo-aUla-kinesis' -- also gives rise, by 'self-reflexiun',
to a first 'contra-tltesis' rules-system, or category, of arithmetic. 'Ihis 'contra-thesis' connotes a rules-system

with 'lIegated' or 'opposite' connotations with respecl to those of fi, namely, those of a still 'Peanic' first-order
rules-system, but one of 'not-unqualified not-quantifiers', or '-'unqualified -'qunntifiers', i.e., of 'unquuntified

•qunUfiers' as '[meta-Jnumbers' [expressed via a system of higher, meta-"Natural" number unils, { Qn } [with n

denoting a -Standard Natural number"]. Its symbols/'meta-nllmcrals' are made up out of multiplicities of

-Natural- numbers' numerals, via a 'self-internalitation'/'self-subordination'/'self-subscript-ization'] of their
• • •arithmetic, and is denoted herein by AK or !!Q, whose 'number-space' is Na - {g" g2, g3.... }. Together, Ii

and .Q form an 'antitheSis-sum', denoted N. .Q [.l 'nnn-mluct.iOrlisl', 'rlOn-eo/lllpsin,.'. "'jnhvmtogl.,.,.",u~"· [i.e., '''he'tnugmrous''', or
N- - N- ~

"'~lgIUn"tiN'"IUIII (d. Musl!5l, Ii I" lhe proverbial "'sum'" ofqualil.ahvdy thffcrl,."I\t terms/bods. '''apples + oranges"'I.

The RriefiJrgs of t1us sub-Sl.'Chon excerpt from,. and glass. the fust few derivations of Section III. The first Britfu.g, SIArling just below, gkJS5l'S tlr sramJ

~y.;km ofdlllkdlad an~hc,denoted KQ. which relates as 'UHltn1.-thl!.-~"~'10 lhe (irst, 'dTdob t1w~;s' - 'wshgillfly-dlQI«tJad' - arithmetic. denoted Ii.
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Introducing the ~.Q system/ideo-ontological category' of the dialect'ical arithmet'ics. Before we plu.nge ahead into

Section II" the IIfIt ,tage of this excUThion, a P~!ldw-Ardltle(}J(Jghul excavation of The Mt'la-EvoJulion ofAn/hmelies, let uS tarry long enough to tell you,
in the most direct way we can, the most basic rules of the 'first contra-thesis' 'Dialectical ldeogmphic Language'; of its incipient "Non-Standard
Natural", 'nmhu-lWolt'un [Onlo-]Logi""J Arithmeti"', and 'Ontological AIgebra', about whose bu.~h we have been lX'atin& and to which we have been
led by that very 'The Meta-Evalution atArithmetics'.

First off, Jet us take this chance to say that just because we call this dialectical calculus 'contra-Boolean' docs
not mea.n that we are 'contra-Boole'; that we harbor some overriding animus toward the man himself, On the
contrary, we hold his pioneering contributions, and his exemplary life of universal labor, in high cstccm [In
this season of unceasing incivility such sensibilities can no longer be assumed to go without saying], The
several sub-sections below descrioc rules of operation for a 'multi-unit-intervals meta-number-space', or -"set",
that we call N Q. This 'unit-intervals-restricted' ideography is that part of this dialectical ideography which has

the most in common with Boole's original arithmetic/ algebra of logic, as set forth in his The Laws Qf.Thought.
However, the space Q has "notlUng" in common with the realm of arithmetic most familiar today, that of the

N
1

so-called "Real" numbers, formally denoted by R or R . Nor has Q much in common with the unit interval
- If-

"sub-space" of that space, [0, 1] c R, or even with the end-points of that interval, {O, 1} c R, often taken to

be the space of Boolean arithmetic, which we denote herein by E. That is, the intersection of N Q and R is 0:

Q n R - 0, and also Q n E - 0, The empty set, 0, is thus, in a sense, all that they have in common,
N- N-

[I Ierein, we denote the set of Whole Numbers -- the Natural Numbers, N, with the adjunction of 0 -- by W].
AAA AAA

Yet we will see that, with the expansion from NQ • { g1, g2, g3,... }, to wQ • { qo' g1, g2, g3, ... }, qobridges

the wQ 'evolule "pure" qualifier meta-numbers' to the 'convolute' numbers, including R & C [C::J R],lndeed,

~ 'meta-finitely contains' R & C -- R, C, H, 0,,,. C ~ -- because R, C, H, 0, KG,... C qo' and

because qo c ,.Q, notwithstanding that R, C,... <t ".Q & R, C,.. n".Q - 0 [Even as {al c {{...{al...}},
and yet {al n {{...{al...}} - 0, & aha although {al <t {{...{al...}}, & {al f1. {{...{al...}}. This is because

'A cB' means 'A is a component/sub-system/constituent/of B' at some/any/at least one 'scale'llayer' of B's
possibly 'meta-fractal', mull'i-dimensional, multi-logical type, 'multi-antic cumulum' internal composition}.

We call the individual 'meta-numbers' which are the 'elements' or 'constituents' of [most variants of} the "set"
or "space" denoted by NQ., by the name 'evolute qualifier meta-numbers', to distinguish them from familiar

kinds of numbers, which they presuppose, but also "transcend", We employ 'N Q ', to symbolize this space or

"set" of meta-numbers, because we interpret our 'Rules Of Operation' for that space as an 'Arithmetic of
Qualities'; of 'Ontological Qualijiers'; of 'ontological ca tegories', or 'antos', for short; of antic «monads» or
unit[ie]~. We will often denote anyone of the individual 'meta-numerals' for the 'meta-numbers' that reside in

A A
NQ via the generic format 'Ngk'. The underscored lower-ease 'N g' component of that 'compound symbol'

A
identifies Ngk as a member of NQ . The [post-]subscript, here denoted generically by tk', can vary over a space

of specific values, e.g., Ordinal, Cardinal ["Natural"], "Whole", "Rational", or "Real" number, etc., values, but

is here constrained to vary over the space of "Natural" numbers, denoted by the symbol N, The specific
A

value, k, identifies the individuality of a given N~ within NQ; the unique memhcr of NQ which Ngk

represents; for kEN, W, or Z, the ordinal position or 'order of appearance' of that unique 'onto' in the
progression of 'onto'-representing/ denoting ontological qualifiers within NQ, .Q.. or zQ, respectively. We

apply N Q to describe 'onto-dynamical', 'meta-evolutionary' processes in which a succession of new 'ontological

categories', or 'antos' -- new 'taxons' or 'taxa'; qualitatively unprecedented [evlentity/activity categories -- 'arise',
'appear', or 'manifest,> via the inter-operation/self-operation of preViously-extant 'ontos',
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The 'sequence of counting numbers' of the number-space N, conceived, since Simo" Slevill's circa 1600 works, as

"pure- [i.e., 'unqualified'] 'quantifiers', the so-called "Natural numbers" 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, 11, "" has
become paradigmatic for the accounting process~s so fundamental to proto-human society -- especially to
monetized society. Likewise, we hypothesize that the 'sequence of·pure" [i.e., 'uJJquantified'] qualifiers' inhering

AAAAAAAAAA It.

in NQ - i.e., Ng" NQZ, N~b, Ng., NQs, NQ6, N~h, Nga, NQg, Ng1D, Ng11, ... , -- may, in the future, prove

paradigmatic for the modeling of generic processes of 'self-bifurcation' and 'meta-evolution'; of
qualitative/ontological-revolutionary change, in this universe, including in its sub-[component ]universes (of
discourse]. It may so do, we hold, for an emerging form of human mentation and an affine tedmology in
tune with the ubiquity of 'meta-dynamism' in this cosmos. We can draw upon an indefinite "number" of

"Natural" Numbers -- as many as required by a given process of measuring-by-counting that we may be
A

imagining or actually conducting. Similarly, we can marshal an indefinite number of the wRk -- as many as

the given 'meta-dynamical', 'meta-evolutionary', 'onlo-dynamical' process that we wish to model has, or is
expected to have, ontos, per our analysis u within the range of the history of that process which we wish to

A A
cover. No ending to the sequence of the wRk within~ in pre-posited. For every k in W, sub-W-fHiub-k is

A

also in ....Q, or, to employ the standard, more "fully ideographic" symbolism, [Yk E W][ Rk E Q].
w W ..-

This exposition is heading toward 'quanta-qualitative', 'full-multiplicity' arithmeLics of 'explicitly quantified
qualifiers', or, equivalently, of 'explicitly and ideo~rapJrically qualified quantifiers', wiLh their "'quantifiers'"
not restricted to Lhe unit interval. We denote the first-two-to-emerge of those 'quanto-qualitative', or,
equivalently, 'qualo-quantitative' arithmetics herein by U. and by aM,. But the tlQ arithmetic, like that of the

Boolean "'Sector'" arithmetic, I.., is a unit-mtCJVal-restricted arithmetic. Every N9 'meta-number' is, in effect,
A

quantified by '1', by tile 'unit quantifier'. Better still is to conceive that each 9k is quantified by 'no quantifier', is
'utlquantified', in a sense reminiscent of the ancient Greek, and Aristotelian, idea that number connotes an
aggregation of units, or «monads» n an «arithmos monadikos» - not a single, isolated unit in itself, so that

A
"quantity" begins with 2, not with 1. The Rk are 'ullit qualifiers', or beller, 'urwuantifiable', "additive1y
idempotent" [each-metanumber-its-own-additive-iden tily-element], 'non-additive', 'un-addable', "pure" generic
qualifiers, with no meaning distinct from that assigned to their 'singletless' Q5sigtlcd to their multiplidty: for the

A A A A

NQ, if N 3 n 2:: 2, then 'n'Qk - '2'gk - '1'gk - Rk. Boolean arithmetic posits, at most, a single unit

interval, denoted [0, 1]. Its upper end-point, 1, is interpreted as representing the "universal set", the "logical
quantity" "All". Its lower end-point, 0, is interpreted as representing the logical quantity "None". The entire
'interior' of that unit-intervaI.. denoted (0, 1) n the interval without either of its end-points, 0 or 1 -- might
connote U,e 'fuzzy' logical quantity 'Some(-but-tlot-All)' - neither "All" lli!! "None", which Boole does not
explicitly allow, but invokes implicitly, via the 'logical quantity' he denotes by 010, which 'ambiguously'
represent "norle, some, or all" of the universe of discourse. The special, 'onto-dynamical' analytical geometry of
the ..a arithmetic maps a continual, self-propelled proliferation of mutually perpet/dieular,

qualitatively/ directionally distinct unit-length, unit-illlerval directed line-segments, represented generically as
A A

[ q , Iflkl ], each one -- after, and with tile exceptions of, q and fl1 - 'generate-able' by mutual-interactions
o 0

and self-interactions of its predecessor unit-intervals, or "'dimensions"'. As interpreted herein. this self
proliferation yields a continually expanding "ontology set" of ontological qualities, 'qualifiers', 'on tic unit[iels', or
categorial 'monads'; a seJf.growing, non-amalgamative 'universal qualities sum', describing an 'otltological
cum"lum', as a self-expanding 'pm;sibility-space' of a generic universe ofdiscourse.

That is, that 'universal5~tof OIl/IX' or 'universal.;""" ofont","', tl"''J\Ot~ and describes the pote1/tiJd mommttlntOWi onrofogiul u,ntnrb oIlhe wuvcrsc
being IRXIeled al each 'S'tl~' or ',pod" of a 'mcta-.evoluhunary' :o-..«:<:ession of such 'ontology-stllgu' of that univ,,"r!Ol!_ This 'expanding.d,w\C:Iwonahty
domain', '~U-growingmanifold', OJ" '[duneIlSlOIlallyJ self-expanding space' is the 'possjbility-sf"l£~'for the universe [of rliscoun;ej being modeled. This
i.~ b«.aU!Ol!, by 'onlological contents' W~ mean the po$5ibl~ - not necessarily eve" Ihl! rrohQbIJ., leI ..lone the Iu.iuulizrtl forms of existence/activity for
and wltlun thilt wUvt.=eI-of-discowseJ at that stage or epoch of ilul'l/-drirJl!n /o"~,-drivr-n ·...rlll-fi101l1hon'.
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N Q Arithmetic [Statics]. {Note ~ this 'NQ' is not the same as 'Q', traditionally denoting the "Rational Numbers": N Q t Ql.

RuleO.
A A A A

{The Rule of Ontological Diversity]: for every Qi and Qj in Q., if i II! j, then Qj t gj;
N

• ... A A • • •• A A
or, m "fully" -- and more formally -- Ideographical symbolism: [V gi, gj E Q & V I, J E N II" J ][ gj t gj].

N

•This means that each gk, for each distinct value of k, denotes a unique 'qualifier', interpretahle as connoting a
distinct ontological quality, ontic clltegory, or 'onto', and hence differing qualitatively from all of the others.

This is depicted, geometrically, via the 'perpendicularity-structure' of.,/J. space.

•Each unit interval line-segment [ q , I Qk I ] is perpendicular to every other, thus forming an n-dimensional

"space of unit-length line-segments, where n denotes lhe maximum extanl cardinal/ordinal subscript of the
•gk in use for a given dialectical model. Interpreted geometrically, then:

• •[Vgj, g, E ,.Q & IIj, k E W • • •{OJ I J ~ k II gj .L g, ];

Rule 1. {The Non-Amalgamation Rule]: • •for every gj and gj in Q., such that i .. j,
N

A A A A
there does not exist n., in Q such that n.., + n. • n

~ N- ~ ~ ~~

All. •• A A A A
or, in "fully" ideographic symbolism·· [11m E N & g" gj E N0 II ~ J II j1 g, E N0 I g, II gj - g,].

This means, e.g., that "apples and oranges, as such, do not add". The sum of 2 (or more) qualitatively-distinct
NQ qualifiers docs not reduce to a single qualifier within NQ., for any given interpretation of NQ. Such sums,

which we term herein 'poly-qualinomials', illustratf'd above via a 'bi-qualinomial', are traditionally tf'nTIf'd
"complexes", "inhomogeneous sums", "helerogf'neous sums", or "non-amalgamative sums". In

Gibbs/Heaviside vectorial arithmetic, modeling 3-dimensional physical spaces, where X, y, and 2: denote

"unit vectors" -- unit lengths directed in each of 3 distinct respective mutually-perpendicular spatial

directions -- the vector 3x + 5Y + 92: does not reduce to (3+5+9)?5 • 17 all-the-same-sometlrings.

Likewise, in "Complex" arithmetic -- the 'arithmetic of "complexes" , -- where r denotes +1, the unity of the

"Real" numbers, and where i denotes the unity of the "Imaginary" numbers, the "complex" 7r + 11 ri does
•not "simplify", or amalgamate down to 18 somethings. So it is also with the gk. The [interpreted] sum of

any 2 (or more) qualitatively distinct 'antos' docs not reduce, or "simplify", to any single 'onto'.

Rule 2. •[The Rule of Ontological Parsimonyl: for every Qj in NQ.,

•or,moreformally,[Vgj E NQ ][
• • •[lIg" gj E NO I i-j1l3g,ENOI

• • •gj + Qj = Qj,

• • •Qj II gj - Qj], or, w.r.t. Rule 1,

• • • • •Qi II gJ - g, - g, - gil

A A A A A
In other words, '2'Qk '1'Qk, or, by induction, 'n'Qk • '1'Qk • Qk, for N '3 n ~ 2. The mere or singular

•assertion of the possible "existence" or 'extant-ness' of a given 'onto', denoted gk, is sufficient. Multiplicity is
redundant in the semanticaL conceprual context of No., just as, in that of sets, {a, a, ... , a} • {a, a}. {a}.

, - ,
TIlis kind of behavior is also known il~ "lIdJitivl: ir/mrpotcrr,y". Each ~k is it:; uwn 'ru/ditive idl:ntify' element. The ~k are thu~, essentially, '!!Q!!-additiue', that
is, 'non-ud,lubl,..' illld therefure '!!!!ifUuntifillbk'. Thu~, "Homogeneou5 ~UII\S" or ".!!Q!!.-heteroKeneous sums" in NQ __ 'mo1W-lJWllinomials' n do amalgamate;

they in fact 'hyper-amalgamate', to unit monomials. Seeming 'poly-qWlllti-mOIl()·qWlIi-lIomi>lls' reduce to IWll-multiplicity.
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A A All. A"

Rule 3. [The «Auflrebe/J» Evolutc Product-Rule]: for any ~i & AJ in g, if i lIf j, then gil gj] - !lj + Ri+j,
N

A A A A A A
or, more generally [ Vg~ Qj E NQ ][ gilllQj] - Rj ED Ri+J];

That is, in the ftgeneralized multiplication-, or 'flexion', oj qualifiers, defined herein for the Q, the ·starting
N

A A
pointt' -- in the above, Qj -- does not disappear into the 'stopping point', or outcome -- in the above, Qi+j.

Among the g, fl multiplication" is thus 'pathway-preserving', 'pathway-exhibiting', or 'pathway-recording'.
N

The NO product is an 'evolute' ["nonlinear"] producl, rather than a 'convolute' ["linear"] one, as these terms are

defined in the prequel. Al.so, Q "multiplication" is a 'multiplication [inaease] of gualities' rather than a
N

"multiplication" (increase) of quantities. We also term this syntactical behavior 'multiplicative hyper-potency',
A A

'super-potency', or 'meta-potency'. The "offspring" guality produced by the gualities !Ii and !lJ is gualitatively
A A A

different from either: Ai t Ri+j t gj.

Corollary:
A ,

- ~h~ -
A

[g, ..
A A A
g,.,] - [g, .. g2k] t

A
g, ],

which is an instance of the 'contra-Boolean' fundamental "lawft , or '''rule''', itself:

A ,
gk -

To interpret or partially map this new Product-Rule and its '[Meta-]Number-Space' [in]to a more familiar
mathematical idiom, we also present this Producl-Rule as a new Vector Product-Rule -- a 'fourth Vector
Product' if we put it in sequence after the "Scalar", "Veclor", and -Tensor" Products of "Vectors". We term it
the 'Dialector Product-Rule', or, in dynamical contexts, the 'history-revealing', 'history-prescIVing', 'path
positing', 'past-disclosing' Product-Rule. We represent this 'Dialector PTOduct-Rule' in form. which makes use of
a 'Metavcctor Product' operation sign via the pieto-ideogram '1'. lbis operation involves the conception of a
'[self-Jexpanding [Meta-lVector-Space', or of a ·pre-existent [potentiallyl infinite-dimensional Vector Space
[but different from Hilbert Space). Also, though this Product-Rule involves the escalation of the
dimensionalities of its "[Meta-1Vector-Spacesft ['Dialeclor Spaces'], it is distinct from the Grassmann Outer

A
Product. Per this interpretation, the following kinds of similes arise, wherein ~k denotes the ftorthonormalft ,
unit-length vector pointing in[to} or along the kth orthogonal dimension/direction [and wherein the T
exponents call for the transpOSition of row[-vector]s into column[-vector]s]:

A A A A A A A A T 1 [0 1]T • [0 1]T [00 1]T [0 11]T t[ g,g, - g, .. g,] - L",1!2 • !2+.".,],or[1] + -
A A A A A A A A T 1 [1]T [1]T [001]T [1 0 1]T t[ g,g, - g, .. g,] - [.".,1.".,· .".' + .".,], orlO 1] • + -
A A A A A A A A T 1 [1]T [1]T [0 1]T [11]T[ g,g, - g, .. g,] - [.".,1.1'.'- .".' + .".,],orl1] - + - t
A A A A A A A A T

1 [0 1]T • [0 1]' + [000 1]T _ [0101([ g,g, - g, .. g,] - [.".,1!2- .".' + .".'], orl0 1]
A A T T A A T T AA

The exp ressionS,,!1 1- !z or [1 0] 1 [0 1] may be read off as '~1 lift !2' or '[1] escalate [0 1] '; 1£ !1; !2]
as transcend[ !1; !z]' Note that thL.. Product is !1!l!!-commutative, because it is evolute. In 'meta-dynamical',
e.g., "'historical-dialectical"'/"'dialectic of nature'" contexts, we say that this Product-Rule/Definition is
'history-disclosing', 'pathway-disclosing', 'ancestnJ.disclosing', 'meta-genealogy-disclosing', or 'source/origin/causatiorl
disclosing'. The result of an 1 operation disdoses 'from whence to whence': from whence [from what
"point" /'metavector'] its movement began as well as to whence [to what "point"l'metavector'] it arrived. Note

A All. • • A A

too that, for these "'unit-vectors'" too, as for the g" [If ..... ."., E V & IfJ, k E W - {OJ IJ .. k II~ 1- .".d.
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Thus, the movement denoted [0 1]1 1 [1 O]T, which starts at [1 0]1 and stops at [1 0 1]1, is qualitatively
different from that denoted [1 OjT 1 [0 1jT, which starts at [0 ljT and ends at [0 1 ljT This model maps
9 as an ~orthonorma1"Meta-Basis of a unit-metavectors-confined, i.e., additively idempotent, [selj-]expandable

N
A

'Metavedor Space'. The latter rule makes this Y"( a less 'natural' model of 'Generalized Onto-Dynamasis', or 0""
AAA T AA 2A[ T

than is Q.. It demands, e.g., that ~1 + !1 - !1 - [1 O...J , vs. !1 + !1 - !1 - 2 O...J , the more
trad.itional result for standard vectors. This violates our expectations of vector arithmetic, as does 1 + 1 - 1
when ordinary 1 is used to stand for the logical quantity 'All' in Boolean arithmetic. It may thus be better to
craft new [meta-]numerals, fitted from their outset to their defined ~ new and unprecedented -- roles. 'Ine
latter approach leads to g.

I{

a Statical Algebra and Statical Geometry. As dl:!tailed above, the arithmetic of Q involves formulas
N-'- - N-
written in terms of "constanis", namely, the "constant" 'meta-numerical' values, each one denoted by one of the

A
'meta-numerals' of the set of all Ngk.. for the given universe of the k, here N:

The algebra of the Q ab!:itracts from and generalizes upon this arithmetic, via the use of 'qualifier variables'.
N

A NQ-algebraic variable may denote, generically, a single constant in a context where that constant's specific

identity is unknown. Alternatively, it may denote many possible such values, which the variable -ranges
over', that is, characterizes univocally [as in the complex variable z. xr + yri, r - 1], or takes on in

c
succession [ as, e.g., in a "t-ordered Xc, where Xl - 1, X 2 - 1, x3 - 2, x4 - 3, Xs - 5, etc.]. The ·domain· of
such constant values which the variable can denote may include all of the units, or «monads», in the
potentially infinite space Q., or just a proper subset thereof.

N

One spedes of such variables is exemplified above, in the ideographic statement of the four Rules. This type
of variable-symbol denotes generically -any" or "every" ['V'] [logicai-]individual unit/«monad», constituent of
g. It does so by using a literal subscript-variable, such as i, j, k, I, m, or n, to denote a specific, e.g.,

N
AAAAAA

"Natural" number subscript-constant, e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,..., viz" Ngj, NQJ, NQk, NQt, NQm, NQn.

This variable-denotation strategy is designed to represent only '!!!.!!.!!.!!-qualinomials', single
constituents/units/ «monad5)~, of NQ. This strategy does not encompass inhomogeneous sums of two or

more 'metanumber' unit[ie]s or 'unit qualifiers', i.e., it cannot cover 'J?Q..1y-qualillomials'. A second species of
g.algebraic variable represents, indifferently, either 'mono-qualinomial' or 'poly.qualinomial' g values,

N

depending upon the equational or other formulaic context in which it appears. This type of variable symbol is
exemplified throughout this section, viz. -- !t ~ b etc. -- where !,2 t!i y"

2 t Y., and ~2 t b etc. A third
species of ~-algebraicvariable, not previously exemplified, is key to the 'Onto-Dynamical Equations' from

which ontic dialectical models of 'meta-evolutionary process' are formed. This type of Q-algebraic variable is
w-

a l!1!1Y.-qualinomial variable, which employs DWhote numbers· subscripts to denote specific subsets of~

viz., Q1. Each of these subsets is an unbroken, consecutive, finite subsequence of the full, potentially infinite
w-

A A
Q sequence, starting with q, and/or with g" and ending with some Qw, such that W 3 W:Z: 1. These

w- wo w W
A

wQk-sequences succeed one another by means of self·[re·lflexion, that is, by the self-"multiplicationM of each

Qk. They Lhus form a 'meLa.sequence' of their own: Qo t Q, t 02 t Q3 ........--- w- w- ..--- w-
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The {,.Q.t} 'meta-sequence' provides an abstract, generic image for the 'meta-dynamical', 'seU·conversion

singularity'. 'self-bifurcating systems' paradigm of self-developing process, at that level of
complexity/concreteness/spedfidty of onlologiCJJ.l. 'possibility-space' description. Every ,.Q.t subset, restricted by the

non-negative integer subscript k, is a proper subset of .,Q. as a whole:~ c ~. That subset can be

"interpreted for" or "applied to" the myriad contexts of our 'psycho-historkal materialism' paradigm, e.g.,
concrete, '''extemal"'/physical, 'physio-ontological', or abstract, conceptual mimetic ['ideo-ontological'] 'meta
evolutions', thus forming specific-process 'onto-dynamical' models for specific universes of discourse. The

ordinary W-numbers, 0, 1, 2, 3,... are vastly generic, precisely because they are '!UNualilied', or 'purely
quantitative', 'de-qualified'; because they abstract/simplify/de-spedfy from any determinations _. from any
ontological, metrical, or other qualificatiunsl'qualifiers' -- that might be included in more specific
enumerations, and are thus "'assignable'" to countings of 0, 1, 2, 3,... any things, from cauliflowers to

A A A
cannibals to kingdoms. Just so, we hold, can q, Q" Qz., Q3, ... be assigned to the sequences,

wow w w
successions, or progressions of emergent ontological qualities/CJJ.tegories, or 'ontos' observed in 'self-developing
processes' as diverse as: (1.) the 'meta-evolutions' of atomic spedes and of planets in the star-and~planet-birthing

interstellar doud cumula of the galactic interstellar medium; (2.) the nebular/planetury 'meta-evolutions' of
molecular spedes by/in "molecular douds·; (3.) the planetary, biosphen·c and then 'bio-noospheric' 'meta-evolution'
of humanoid species, and beyond.

Each Qk denotes an [the kth] 'meta-evolutionary epoch' of an 'ontologically-expanding', 'onto-dynamical'
w-

"universe of discourse". 'lhe 'meta-sequence' to which that Qk belongs is used to model the 'meta-dynamics' of
w-

that universe as a succession/progression of such epochs. Each~ in this.Q.k 'meta-sequence' denotes a

diverse or ''heterogeneous''', "'!!Q!!.reduclionist"', 'non-eollapsing', "non-amalgamative" 'sum of [ontic]
qualifiers' characterizing the possibilities of the given 'onto-dynamical' universe of discourse during the given
epoch. This characterization is achieved by means of the interpretation of that sum as a special kind of
'universal ontology-set' for that universe of discourse - a set of'ontological qualifiers' or 'ontos' defining the
current-epoeh potential ontology of that universe. This 'ontology set' defines what may be actually extant,
but, essentially, what is possibly extant for/in that universe during that epoch. This 'onto-list' is the set of all
ontological categories or qualities which that epochal universe contains or cuuld contain; the ontological
'pOSSibility-space' or 'possibility-melastate' of that universe in that epoch. It is an enumeration of the categories
of what activities/[ev]entities can exist in that universe at that "time". As the valu.e of the 'self-bifurcation
index', or whole·number 'epoch-index', k, increases or advances, the 'self-[re- ]flexiol1' of the presently-extant
~ 'meta-state' generates the next 'ontology meta-state' of that universe of discourse as the next value in the

'meta-sequence', namely ~'+1. The 'universe-progression' or 'onto-dynamical' process modeled by the .Qk
'meta-sequence' is thus thal of a 'self-expandi1lg ontology-set', or of a 'self-expaPldiPlg possibility-space',
grounding both probability and actualization in each such universe-epoch. Only that which is first at least
possible can become also probable and, perhaps, even adual[-ized]. This dynamical image of universal
autopoiesis is thus an 'Onto-Dynamical' Model, departing from traditional 'Onto-Statical', Parmenidean
paradigms.
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Below i5 depicted how tM J.ltmeric-dialecbcal process lool:5 per the accompanying 'dylU1m~tomtfnc'or 'd!l/lllmi~-pidograpilic'ftmnulM which the!le
ideographic formulae, per this 'topo-metrical interpretation', encode, imaging a ~tlf·txf"Urdillg [pcw;ih:1ity-]SI'QCf' with eut'f morr 11m' mutulllly
1"f'P'f..Ji(Jl1llf unil-inl..,valliJIO!-~gllll'lll dirrctimtS, axes, or af/'OlVS 5proUting [rom th('.qo origul as tIlt l'pOCh-inde:r u,wllm.n {in the depicboru; beklw, only

•the end-poinD of the directional, unit-length lin~tsare labeled with an .Qk 'mp.ta-num~value, but each or these labe15 aClually apphcs to

tho:' o:'ntire d1n.'o:lo:'d wlo:'-S('grncn!. indUiling tl\(' slarling-I!!!!!!! of each of th~'S<: <lin'ded Iiru.'-:;c~nts,always labeled wqol:

A
On. [ Ql II- ideographically; Qo.w= w W-

[vs. II - •.......•
o 1

[0,1) C R'),

A Ag, _-.[ g,
w ~ w

pictographically;

,.Q' -
A

WqO W~'11

...1-._._--.[ gl +
.!~ /~ w

/~.l -/""

A

+ WQ3D

,.g,-
•
•

~q3{.-······-) [the 4th dimension. the.i.. axis, is not depicted);

./
.f

, i
.'-It.

w!11 pu-tographically;

A A A A A A A A

.Q3 • [ w!h + w~b + .g3 + w
g4 + .gs + .!16 + w~17 + w!1s :D;

A A A A A A A A A A A A A

,.Q< -[.g1 + wQ2 + .Q3 + w"4 + ."S + ."6 + .g7 + wg, + .R9 + ."10 + w"11 + w"12 + n. + ."16 :D ... ;

•Each .Rk in the '~-qlUllillomials'above whO:Sl:! sub;a;pt i~ a Wholl'-num\:lf'r power or 2 is inlo:'rprelablc as, and assigna\:d.(' to, tllC 'l"1;lntra-thl.-"Sis'.

•'qualitative inalm1ent', or 'onlol0tii<"al inC"rf"ment', denoted by Ihe 'symbol-complcx' ~flk/2; the 'new emt(l yield' of the ;;clf-product 'sdfhybridization'
,

or 'Ylfreflerioo' of ao earlier 'onto' whose subscript is 1/2 tl,.., valu.., of th.., su~ript of tht! 'meta-numeral' assigned to that earlier 'ontd. Thus wQs is the

" "" " " "AwAk o( '.R.4 0( .fl..'; the 'wfl"of 2nd deKn.~' ~ the '2nd degree' of earlier 'onto' .fl... Such a .Qk value is interpretable and assignable as representing

the 'metQ-oIlto' of that 'onto'. Each of the new units Inew "'logical indivi-duals"'], or 'neo-IIw,.!4d.(", of thi.<; 'mda-onln' are made up oul of a
heterogeneous multiplicity of the old lDlits, or «lIunuuls", of that predeces.o;or ',mtn', via ao «_fhrlH'1f» Opt'rot;0I1 instantillting 'mela-frt:u;.lIlf, 'mdu-jini, ..'
'~!f5ubsumption', '~If;nttriorizatioll', or '5(lfillfl'nralizatian' 'metJ2-dytillmic', i.e., whert'io moltCllks are 'metJ2-aIDms mwL.· up (Ill' (If a 1u:lrrogmcullj
multiplicity of atoIlL~', or arp 'atom... nf sUOIul degTet!'; whero:'in vroIgmjv/ic C<'II,; arc 'mc/u-mvleC"U/es mude up end of a hdueJgt!1U'ous multiplicity of
molecull!S', or are 'molecules of second degree" who:'ll'lll t>uLoyulir c..ll" arc 'prvJunyutk (I'lls made up end of a hEterogetll!ous multiplicity of
prokmy<J/ic (('11,;', or arc 'prvkltTJlUti( cells (If 5tcrnuJ dEgrre', etc.

A It. A It.

Such wgk come under the Corollary of Rule 3, [ V gj E ,.Q II gjg) -

•Eilch .lh U\ the '[po/y]-quali/lOmials' above whose lpost-)subscript, k. is not a positive integral power of 2 dPnotes a 'hybrid onhI. Eilch 5uch 'hybrid

onto' stands for a "joint product", and, usually, for an 'ontologiCJlI !SI'IfJronDl'rsinnP~. transforming. 10 the [meta-J.m~"of the 'U1/lu' denored by
the left-mast interpreted sub;a;pt, the 'fuel' [""b-] .....:mads" of Iho:' [ev]entity dc-noa'll by the "'c;omplex unity''' connoted by all of the interpreted
subscripts to the right of thatll'rt-~l5ubscript ~ thereby producing tho:' !WW, qu.ilitabvcly th:;bnct offspring of the -mlftual Ultmldl~ of the one or
ll"l(W"t othl!T", Jislilld,¥riJi and/of _1rybrUl or 'self-hybril1 'onfCl5' 50 denoted. The contemporary atmosphere. ocean. and soils of planet Earth are
combined results 01 the mutual acbvlbcs of 'eventities' belonging to the atomic:, mol«u!ar, probJ)'OIic ceOular, eukaryotic cellular, multicellular a-<'iOdal,
soaal,. and mhumanll.lldJ~'"or 'meta-social' 'otJtos'. Each of these media requires a distinct 'hybriJ..",tn qualifier' in its own right. representing a
'hyOOd ontulugtcal caregory', distinct from those of each of its progmitoT 'rmtos'. Such hybrid~ak'tCl'lrlnote categorial '1IOlH'mp'y boumlarir.: or 'itllnftl~

I :z 1~dtmfnlit layl!rS"L and 'onrolog1(all~lf](01tN'1SiOJlfomratiOll$',situated "'between'" their parent 'onros'.
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Another way to Wlderstand these terms is as denoting mutual existential adjustments or "'syntheses'" that
non-hybrid or 'seU-hybrid' 'ontos' make to one another as a result of their co-existence and ensuing co-activity.

A A A AA A A

Such Qk come under Rule 3, [ V Qit Qj E Q Ii .... j][ QiQj - !lj + !li+]].
W w-

•ote that this Rules-System for w9 implies that the relations among the !lk meta-numbers include -linear

independence" but also '!!Q!!linear 4£pendence'. Rule 0, and the generic algebraic characterization {,K .l Ii..a.},
• • •assert that Qm and !In are" linearly independent" if n .. m. Rule 3 asserts that, e.g., whenever n - 2m, !1m

•and !In are '!1Sl!llinearly 4£pendent', 'self-reflexively inter-dependent', or 'self-application inter-dependent', Le., that
A A A 2 A A2 t A1 A A2 A1
!In - ~bm - !1m - !1m. In summary, { ~ !} and {~ .l Ii. ~ - .K - .K } together connote the linear
independence relationship, and, together with { .Q.2 at: .a.}, also the 'qualitative !fuprnportionality', that is, the

•'meta-nolllillcar' nature, of the Qil 'meta-numbers'. Note also that the seU-product rules, in their geometric
interpretation as given above, follow a pattern we term 'meta-diagonalization', viz., each ~ denotes,

geometrically, the diagonul 'meta-vector' of a 2 k-dimcnsionaJ unit ['hypo-' OT nhyper_nJcube, and denotes the
intensional-semantic quality of each such interpreted~'ontological meta-state', as mapped via a metaphor

of dimensionally·dislinctive directionality --

diagonal - diagonal [diagonal 1= -[ diagonal] = [diagonal l' = diagonal + .!lo [diagonal,]
k k k k k k

• [diagonal + meta-diagonal 1 = diagonal J diagonal,
k k k+1 1 k

and, using the Euclidean [Pythagorean] metric, W~ can prove that the 'pure quantifiers' of the lengths of these
'lE/.2Q-diagonals' [fOT k - OJ, diagonals rfor k - 1J, & '~-diagonals' [for k i!!: 2J bear the following relations--

II diagonal II
k+1

> II diagonal II, as v(2"'), > v(2').

This also suggests the possibility that each 'possibility-space meta-system metn-state' Qdor interpreted Q can be

specified uniquely by a single R 1 scalar pure-quantifier value, qualified by the radians metrical qualifier,
namely, the scalar quantifier value quantifying the angle of the 2-D projection of the kth 'hyper-diagonal'

• •upon the !I,.1. ~2 plane.

[Note: In the rest of this sub-section, we will usually omit "'number-space'" designating 'pre-subscripts',
• •writing~ & .Q, as Simply 0, & Q", with the value of X -- either N, W, Z, Q, R, C, H, 0, K, G, or

beyond n left unspecified explicitly, but made dear implicitl.y via context.



~ 'Meta-Dynamical' AI,;ebra. Interpreting subscripts k of the meta-sequence {Qk} as indices of discrete
'meta-time' in the form of the meta-evolutionary epoch index, "t, we see that the Qk _ Q. 'multi-meta-ontic' and
'multi-meta-monadic' 'cumulum'-descriptors evolutely regenerate Ulemselves and generale each oUler via what
we term 'meta-dynamical self-reflexion', per Rule 3, vide--

2 11.11.11.11. 11.11.11.11. 11.11.11.11.11.11.11.11.

9,,, - 9, - 9, - 9,[ 9,] = [Q,+Q,..Q,+Q,][ Q,+Q,+Q,+Q,]- [ Q,+Q"'Q,+Q,+Q,+Q,+Q,+Q,];

11.11.11.11.11.11.11.11.11.11. A A A A A A

9J+l- [g1 + g2 + ~h + g4 + gs + gs + g7 + gs + gg + g10 + g11 + g12 + g13 + g'4 + g'5 + g,s]; ...

The above portrays, in skeletal outline, the 'F:volute Onto-Logic' of this 'meta-model' of self-expanding
universes of existential possibility. The {Q.} 'meta-sequence' thus models 'meta-evolVing' universe
progressions as self-extettding similarity structures, self-growing 'quasi-/meta-fractal' rheid crystals. We say
'quaSi-fractal' or 'meta-fractal' because, at each epoch, that 'meta-sequence' involves a finite forward
qualitative-seales-regress, rather than a supposedly/potentially infinite quantitative-seales-regress, as do
mathematical/idealized "fractals", and one in which the next higher 'meta-scale' in the 'meta-scales sequence'
is constructed from, and by, the inherent activity of immediately preceding 'meta-seale-level', with the
cumulative participation of all previous 'meta-scale-levels'. This 'meta-sequence' is designed to capture the

•self-similarity invariant of these structures, relative to their stipulated origination, g,. This 'meta-sequence'
locates the source of qualitative novelty, or of 'ontological irmovation', in the mutual "interaction" and in the
'''self-interaction''', that is, in the '''self-reflexion'", of previous 'self-innovation'. The follOWing pair of nonlinear
'meta-dynamical'-algebraic equations, which we tenn 'Meta-Rules', summarize its 'Onto-Dynamical Logic':

Meta-Rule 1. ['Meta-Evolution Equation']: Next Wliverse "equals" [or 'results from'} self-interaction of current universe,

or, ideographically, Q..+l - Q.' - Q.[Q.] - -[Q.];

Meta-Rule 2. [Generating Equation, closed·lormgeneral solution of the Pure-Qualitative-nonlinear 'Meta-Evolution Equation']:

- "Q., • . "[ Q,] .

'Ihe ",Bight-Hand-5.ide" [RHS] of the above solution-equation is a 'meta-exponential', 'hyper-exponential', or
algebraically 'hyper-nonlinear' function. This RHS involves two tiers of superscription, denoting two levels of

exponentiation. This RHS is a term of 'degree' 2~ in Qo, a degree which e~cala les wilh the advance of the

epoch-index, 't. That '2'< degree' is an arithmetically and algebraically nonlinear degree, a degree greater than

1, when "t > O. That '2' degree' is of the linear degree, the degree 1, only when "t = 0, at the stipulated,
originatiorl of the initial ontology of the universe of discourse. The 'sub-meta-sequence' ~ will have 2 terms. It, .
will be a 2 'poly-qualinomial'. Its terms span all gk~ having consecutive "Natural" number subscripts from 1

, .
to 2 inclusive, with tlO gaps, no QkS missing in-between. The "cardinality" of the 'ontology-set' at stage "t, the
number of 'ontological quality categories', or 'ontos', which it contains [i.e., whose possible existence during

, "that epoch it asserts], is 2 . The maximal ordinal subscript among the Qk extant at stage "t is also 2. The

minimum subscript is always, at every stage, 2° - 1.
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The 'meta-sequence' denoted by {~} is a rlested, cumulative, or 'evolule' 'meta-sequence': V't E alA't _ 1,

~ c Q.+b..' where 0 denotes the set of "Natural" Qrdinal numbers, as interpreted, in this case, to

represent ordinal discrele epochs, 't. Thus this 'onto-dynamics' follows a kind of '2~ Dynamical Combinatorics'.

Note the equation of Meta-Rule 2 enshrines the 'doubling function', f('t) - 2~, which pops up so ubiquitously
in nonlinear dynamics and in other key areas of modem mathematics, describing (a.) the "period-doubling
route to [so-called] chaos", (b.) the number of sub-segments of the unit-interval segment remaining after the
completion of the 'tth step of the Cantor middle-thirds process, whose potentially transfinite iteration
approaches the fractal Cantor Set, (c.) the Ctmtorian cardinality of the power-set, or set of all subsets, for a finite
[or potentially "transfinite"] set of cardinality 't, etc., etc.

Four 'Meta-Dvnamical' Products and Their 'Godel Numbering Subscript-Rule I Variants. Besides the
'«Aufl,eben,) Evolute Product' of Rule 3, we also partially explore, in the Section entitled The Arithmetics of
Meta-Evolution, three other alternative product rules. We also explore a 'G6delian' variant of each of these
four product rules. The latter variants employ a subscript rule inspired by "G6del numbering" u the use Kurt
COdel made of the Fundamental Theorem of ["Natural" Number] Arithmetic in his Incompleteness Theorem.
Godel applied the former Theorem to the construction of the latter Theorem, in such a way as to form a

unique mapping/encoding of the formulae of symbolic logic to elements of N. The function p(n) selects the
nth prime number, for n E N. In summary, we explore the following eight product rules u

1.
A A A A A A A A

The «Aufhebe1l» Evolute Product Rule: gj[ g,) - [ g, + Qj+kl; t g,[ gj I- [ gj + gj',);
2.

A A A A A A A A
The 'Meta-Catalysis' Evolute Product Rule: gj[ g,) - [ gj + gj',J; t g,[ gj I- [ g, + !1j+k];

A A A A A
3. The 'Meta-Genealogical' Evolute Product Rule: gj[ g, I- [ gj + g, + Qj+k ];

A A A
4. The 'Meta-Heterosis' Convolute Product Rule: gj[ g,j- [gj"]

The 'Gbdelian' variants of these product rules are designed to achieve partial 'de-confounding', or greater
distinguishability of distinct 'ontic' interaction-products from one another. This entails an even stronger form
of non-commutativity than that of the first two '!:!Q.!1-GOdelian' product rules stated above. In these 'COdelian'
variants, the 'index' or ~ubscript of the 'qualitative increment' portion of a product is a 'Gbdel number'
encoding the syntax of the 'multiplication' formula from which that 'qualitative increment' or 'ontological
increment' arose. Thereby, each 'evolule' product reveals, contains, or records its path-of-formation, origin,
ancestry, or 'meta-genealogy', and is thus 'evolute', or 'ontology-conserving' in the «aufhelJen» sense, in a yet
deeper way. Given that p(k) denotes the kth "Natural ll prime number, s.t. p(1) _ 2, and that j < k, we obtain:

A A

- Qj + gP{k~. P<i)1{;
A A

- Qk + Qp{k~. POll{;
A A A

- Qk+ Qj + gP(k~.p(j)1{;
A

- Qp(k~. p(j)1{;

A A A

gp(ji • P{')'" t g,[ gil
A A A

gpu!. p(')'" t g,[ gj I
A A A A

g, + gp(j!. P{')" t g,[ g~
A At g,[ gjl

29. '~odlt'lian' 'MetaoCatalysis' Evolute Product:

A A A
gj[ g,) -g, +
A A A

gj[ g,) - gj +
A A A

3g. ',godclian' 'Melu-Ccllculugical' Evolute Product: Qj[ Qk] - QJ +
A A A

4g. 'Qodelian' 'Meta-Heterosis' Convolute Product: Qj[ Qk] - Qp(j~. P{k)k;

1g. '~lSdelian' «AUf/zebell» Evolute Product:

Per «aufheben» versions of the 'meta-vector' or 'dialector' product {N~} denotes a sequence - series s.t.:

A
[1 0000000 0 000 000 0 ... IT A A

90 - Yo - - vYolvYo;
Q,

A
~100000000000000···r

A A- Y , • - Yol Yo;
Q,

A
[1 1 1 1 0000000 0 0 0 0 0 ... IT A A- Y, • - Y , l Y ,;

A
[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 00000000 ... jT

A A
Q, - Y, • - Y,l V,;

9.
A

[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ... jT
A A- Y. • - Y,l Y,;
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In contrast to the dual am=tivi~, "TIlt of ",n ;011 15 sub-5tring.. then follow...>d by an all Os suMtrirlg. evident "'hove, 'GOdelian' versions of the
"tlJ/fhebm- 'evolute' product, per the pottntially-injUufl'-.dimt-nsJo,wl 'mf'la-V«tor' u10tlcl above. exhibit a Wldcung Slqutna of '0 sub-string gapti' between
each successive pairof 15.

~ 'Meta-Dvnamicaf Analytical Geometry. The 'mtta-dynamical-gtDmttry' or 'mda_ull!lticld-g~<llW'try'of tM {g,} space IS thc
'mcla-dynamical' geometry of a 'ScIfExpandmg'. 'Sd/-Rtplicatint. 'Sel/.Rtprotl=ing', 'StIfMirmring'. '~lfhJltcling'. or 'SoIfR4lafu,:' Sptlct. nus
g..'Onwtnal 'Sdf-RqiWlhrm' takes the form of a spatial 'Sdf-Doubling' with p~rh incTl!menl;oliOf1 olllK- 'qoodr lR<k.x' or 'sdf-biftuahorr' IrIdCNlalllt. 'to This
process can be visualia....:l. as fullow!t-

9,' -

• e. • .,
g,---"'1 g1+Q2 - g,,

i
II. e.

q g, - q g, +
0 0., •- R, - [ g, + D

• + C~li

• • , • • •g, g, g. Q3+!t.
• m ........ mm •

+

• •q g, q g,
0 0

• • • •[ g, + g, D + [ g, + g. D

Y + CY

-

-

_~'. .,
Q2 Q1

'- .
i _
;

! It.

qo Q1

- -[YD

. . ,
- [g, + g, D -

• •
- [qo' gil x [ qo' gil

- ~[ ~ D -

YIllIY

It. It. "It.
[ g, + g, D IllI [ g, + g, D

-g,,'

• • •-- depicting the Q,[ Q1 D "'self-reflexion'" as 'copying' the 1-0 finite-length. unit-length 'tllm.e-cube' line-space Q1
•axis, and attaching it perpendicularly back to that !t1 axis at its origin-point, qo' as the directionally,

A
perpendicularly, qualitatively distinct Q2 finite, unit-length axis, yielding the '''discretized''', interval-notation

A A

Cartesian Product rx I plane-space [ qo' Q1] X [qo' Q2] as the implicit backdrop of the diagonal, finite-length,
A A

+"';2 units-in-Iength, directed lille-segment product °
1

• [Q1 + Q2l Next, the 'self-product', or '''squaring''', of
"" A Alhat product, the ([ g1 + ~12 DIm[ Q1 + Q2] '''sclf-rcflexion''', 'mpies' that 2-D 'l:!.u.EQ-cubic' plane-space, denoted

"It. A A
in interval notation by [q I g1 ]x[ q , Q2].. attaching it back to [q • Q1 ]x[ q , Q2] as the qualitatively distinct

o 0 0 0
" It. A " A It.

plane-space [qo' Q3]X[ qo' Q4], forming the 4-0 t!¥mcubc-space [qo' Q1 ]x[ qo' Q2]X[ qo' ~b]x[ qo' g.] as

the implicit backdrop of the diagonal, finite-length, +-.14 = 2 units-in-Iength directed line segment product

Qor. ~. ([ Q, + Q2 + Q3 + g. D, and so on, with each successive, iterated 'spatial self-reflexion'.

The 'C'Otltenud logic'. 'trisfmtiallDgit'. or 'Onto-Uogic' of these 'Dl('Ia-IIwnbl.-n;' II\iIY be regarded as a -potnrtUllly ill/ini.V4ltnt~.This COnlraSts With

the "b.-valent" or 2-valued logic of later Boolean AI&'*'ra [BooI~'s original Algct:r<i havUlg partially admitted 'tetra-valence', with 1/1 a-~ 1. or the Iog)cal
quantity ·Alr. with 0/1 as 0, or the logical qu;ontity -NrJN". plus WIth 0/0 as the k>gical quantil)' 'ln4efinite' ["Nont, .'iotflL.~ Al1"J. and with 110 as

A A
1ogica1 "lnfurity" r"'Singularity'''. or "ImJ'O"~ibjlity"]. Each g. of the potentially-infinitl! seqt>eTI<':p. of !b wilhm Q Ulay be mtcrpreted as denoting a
qualilatively distinct tristffltWl [orrtvlogwl1] ·trnth-vaIrgO or 'uisturU-Mlue' [ui.d~..titzl possibility-_llU'). As a "number/numeration fJi11lJ!!", or
"numeral r,rheme", Ih(" Q arillw...,b~ IS, UI a sense - al the 'scriptal' level,. as~ In at lhp '",uJo...scriptal' lcvcl- a!!!!!!!JJ, rather than binaJy, dKim1lJ,

A
duodcamal,. vtgesmW.. or sex.agesimaL etc., m!!!!!. Thai i~ ;1 forms,. in a SCIl5C. il {mcta-ImrmtrUl system 12 !bl.~ 1. Each [mtUl-llUllfU!ral, g. -
Iaclang ·p1a<:e-value- in taking but one ·place" - denotes a !!!#qUl" VIIIII<': '...,IUll'!' a combination of earlier values in the valu~uen"l!,nor a value
wroth Ili!appears later in that values-sequenc:e.;n <:nrnhin;llions WIlli oUlcr suth [meta-JnumbeTs. in the symbolic form;otinn of any singk- unil _ IIn1ikc
1; 12; 101; 1,100; .... etc.
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A
The { I.!1k } can also be grasped as a unified space of [transcendental} "'functions''', "'transformations"', or of
"'operations'" [of 'operators'], in which "'junctions!!', "'arguments"', & "'funclion-values'" all cm:xist~ a single space:

A
I.e" each '''function''! gk in Q is an clement of the "'domain-space'" of its "'arguments"', and is also an element of
the "'range-space'" of its 'products' or "'function-values"', both of which are identically the space in which the

A
It'function'" itself also resides. For varying values of k, each "ftmction" !1k can also serve as an "argument" of

A A A
other "'functions'" glt,. and, as well, as a "'function-value'" [except for !11 in Q] of "'functions''', !1kJ operating

N
A

upon [or "'multiplying"'] other '''arguments''', !11v or operating upon themselves.

A
Note also that the!1k aTe aU 'meta-transcendental numbers'. In that phrase, the epithet 'transcendental' means
that these numbers cannot be "roots" of, or solve, any 'fini-nomial' -- meaning any finite-terms-count, finite
degree, i.e., "algebraic" polynomial -- with "Rational" coefficients. We write 'meta-transcendental numbers',

A

because mere "transcendental" numbers connote pure-quantifier "Real" numbers like e and :It. We call the !1k

'meta-transcendental' precisely because of their 'contra-Boolean' behavior ~~!2 t ! -- i.e., because Qk2 t Qk1,
coupled with their "additive idempotency", or '!!!lquantifiability'. This means that they are 'qualitatively

disproportionate' [~J, i.e., highly nonlinear, with respect to the "Rational Numbers", Q, or even to the

"Reals", R; that there is no "Quotient" ["Rational"] number [or Real number], no matter how large, or how

small, such that this number as a "coefficient" of Qk1 can equate the thus "multiplied" gk1 to gkn where n > 1:

A ':IiII An Ai.
\fg.E 9, \fkE N '" n > 1, ",rE Q, R I g. - rg.; I.e., \frE Q, R; \fkE N

N

Therefore, degree n 'fini~nomial' or 'po ly-qua linomia I' equations like

A "3n>1,Qk '*
A 1

rg•.

Q ' + r Qn-1+
r~ n-1_k Q ,-2

r n_2_k -
aTe 'llilll-algebraic polynomial equations' or "['meta-'] tral1scenden tal functions", with no solutions if the parameters,
rj' are restricted to the "Rationa/numbers", or even to the "Real numbers", except for the null solution {f

J
- O}.

The 'meta-models' of universe 'meta-evolution' that can be constructed using the apparatus set forth above
are, of course, 'Imeta-]arithmetical', 'meta-numerical' models, and are also both highly simplified models and
highly abstract models. Indeed, that is their goal: to extract and to exhibit in idealized form a universal
principle; a 'mela-dynamical' essence-pattern of 'meta-evolutionary' or 'ontological-revolutionary' process in
general; a generic ideographical image of the dialectic_ The relative algebraic simplicity of these 'meta-models'
is bought at the price of great generality; of large 'homeomorphic deJect', that is, of the very high ratio of the
multitude of features of the sensuous world mapped to but single features in the ideographical 'meta-model' of
lhat world; of features in the world not found in the 'meta-model' ['Type I homeomorphic defect'}, as well as
of some 'extranea' or 'artifacts' -- features in the 'meta-model' not found in the world [Type II homeomorphic
defect']. The 'Onto-Dynamical' equations above describe, in an ideographical language, the diachronics of
'onto-dynamical' universes of discourse, of self-evolVing existences / activities; self-evolVing ontologies, with
about as much detailed coverage as Boole's Algebra Of Logic describes propositions and the
interrelationships of 'onto-statical' synchronic classes. The advance from the 'unit~interval restricted' Q
algebras to the 'jull-multiplicitlj' U. and at! algebras, and beyond, described in the Briefings that follow thi"
one, as well as in The Arithmetics Of Meta-Evolution, Section III., below, begins to redress these grievances,
at the cost of a more elaborate, more complex, more "concrete" syntactical and semantical rules-apparatus_
The sub-section next-below summarizes the applicability of the { .Q } arithmetics to the 'meta-modeling' of
historical-dialectical processes -- to the formation of 'ideometric' and ideogmphical -- and, in that sense,
"mathematical" -- 'historical-dialectical meta-models': 'historical-dialectical~mathetnaticalmeta-models'.
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.Q Arithmetic and Historical Dialectics. By way of a brief evocation of the dialectical character of models
made in the ideographic language of Q... we reproduce, below, a passage by neo-Hegelian philosopher Errol E.
Harris, in which he summarizes, in word-text -- in phonogramic/ phonetic symbols -- the principal
characteristics of dialectical process. Further, we 'commentarize' that text with annotations illustrating the
way in which and the degree to which those characteristics of dialectical process per Harris' account can be
concisely "captured" in the ideographic language of the Q arithmetic and algebra. The passage is as follows--

"Each level provides the basis for that which succeeds, yet on every level the characteristic properties of the appropriate
entities depend upon their total structure. They are "cooperative properties" impossible for less complex entities. Atoms
have properties impossible for free electrons, and molecules evince chemical affinities which are dependent solely upon
the pattern of combination of their constituent atoms and are not characteristic of any atom in isolation. This is especially
true of the macromolecules involved in the activities of living matter, which are not feasible at the inorganic level
Consequently the cosmic organism, while it is one and indivisible, is at the same lime a range of developing phases,

which can be represented, and which display tllemselves, as a dialectical scale [orugmduated'collsecuulII' III.Ule up o!igenuutillgu
self-extnuling dilUhronie se'fUl'ne" of mutually, 'quuntIHiuu/it,divdy' !>illlilur/di!>-simi/ar 'qllll1lto-qualitative' 'sca/e!J.'; a 'qllanto-qUil/itati11€/y'

'metafinitl!' "cule!i-rl'grl'ss formation ofquanto-qwlitatitlt'ly sdf-similar !>tnu::lun' which WI' term u 'metu-fmcful' - F.g.,Q.]. The totality [or 'meta

system' - F.g.,Q.l is constituted by the scale of its internal fomls, and each level [~Q. J is in some sense self-contained and

all-pervasive; yet each gives rise to the next abo'lie it [~gnl] by virtue of the potentiality within it infused by the

immanent principle of the totality [or of slIbject/object 'intra-duaIity' -- F.g.,Q.l in which it is no more than a phase

[~~ ...... ~9J. - ... ~Q.""" ~Q.+l - ...J. TIUs is an idea of nature, not merely as an all-embracing living animal, but as a

dynamic organismic system [or systt'ms-progressivn 'mela-system', mud" up uut oj u diuchronic sllccession of many systems -- F..c:.,Q.l,
comprising a continuous range of wholes, on levels of progressively increasing complexity arid integra ti~,,. They are
wholes mutually in dialectical relation, so thal the entire system lor '",Ma-system', since tlris "system" is cOIl1/JOSed of a diachronic

sequence of sub-wlwles also tumed "systems" - F./i.,Q.] manifests itself as an evolutionary [or 'metu-e1lVlulionary', since eueh "5:Ystem" in Ihl'
dilUJrronie se'fUl'ncl' ul!>o "evolve!>" internally, before, and after, and leading to, its "revotutirmtlr!i, ontology-net-expamiillg self-tmnsfonnation into tJre
trext "ystem in this dilUhronic systems-seqUl'oce or 'meta-~""ystem' -- Fg..Q.] progression."

[Errol E. Harris, Formal, TrausccndcrJlal, arid Dialectical Thinking: Logic and Reality, Stilte University of New York Press
[Albany, NY: 1987], pp. 255-256, bold italic.', commentary and emphasis added by F.g.Q.]

[Some exumples u (1) l'on!>i,kr Ihe "Physis»;Cosmos as a whole, in its diachronic 'self-meta-rooilltion' from a universe 'super-system' whose

organi'Mlion stops at the leveljscale/degn>t: of :;ub-.!lud~ar partid~!> [ ~!l ], to one whose organization stops at the level/scale/ degree of J!.ub-atomic

particles [ ~11, to one whose organization stops at thO' If'Yf'l/scale/degree of ~loms [ :~ j, to one whose orgunizution stups at th~ leveljscale/degree of

molecules [~!!ll, to one whose organization stops at the level/scale/degree of ,g,rokaIyotic "living" cf'11~ r ~E. 1, .. W" render thai tuliural-irisiorirni

«au!okiJresis», or selfmovemelll, and the 'metafrlUtul cU1llulu' of ils SIKCf'S5ive syslems, in id,'ogruphie inten!>iunul, mnemonic-heuristic symbols. as:

[~!l] - [1 n + 1 5j ...... [1 n + 1 5 + 1 90.... + 1 aJ _ [1 n + 1 5 + 1 9sn + 1 a + 1 90.., + 1 9u + 1 gun + 1 m ]
v-v- V-V-y V- V V-V V-V V V V-

, "..,.90 .

1111111+ Q.ms + Q.msr. + Q.ms + Q.msn + Q.mss + Q.mssn + £ 1
vv vv V V V

1 1 1 1+ gas + gasn + !!l + Q.mn
V V V Y

'9,
v'90 

V

(2) cOllSider the secotuf-f<lxOlwmic-level .~ub-lUliver.~e-of-discourSl' of tlU' 'lIIeta-SYStl'm' of tm' lrumun !>pecies' 'meta-socialllleta-dynamics', i.e., going

011 "'inside'" the fin;t taxonumic l~vd 'onto, 1!J., in teTIllS of its 'seif-meta-evoilltion' from a 'metu-society' whose ffonomi,.. org.mi"alion, or "soall/ relations
V

ofprodu£tifJIl-ill,uuillg-circulation", stop at the level/s<:ale/degn"e of 'predation' -- tlired Appropriation, without improvement, of the raw products of

nature, r~A I - to onf' whose organizalion slops at the level/sca1c/,1cgn>t: of 'rilw appropriation squared', 'second[-degreej appropriation',

'appropriation of the appr0:frialion', or 'appropriation with improvement', or refinement, of raw products of pre-/extra-human nature, i.e.,

'C.ood.~'/'GifL~'-prod\lction, [h~ j, 10 one whose orguni:rution stop:; al th~ level/scale/deKfee of Qommodity barler, where goods acquire, beside their

dirl'<'"l-ronsumplion utilily, an ti!dircct, exchang"'~\Itility.[~£ ], tu une who;;e organization stops al the leveljscale/degree of Money, or of the Monf'y

mediated o>xr.hange/"circulalion' of ,G,ollunoditiL'!>, [~M j, to on~ who!>e or~tion stops at the level/scale/degree of 'money-milking-mollry, or

«.!Sapital», [~.!S.l, .... We render this human..,;ocjal, ~1Jistorirnl mOVl'menf of tll.llt 'lIU.'ta-sy!>tem', ami the 'meta-fractal cumula' of its successive

'human-social' systems -- ideographically, in to>rms, again, of in/l':nsitmal, mnemoni('-heuri!>tic symbels __ as:
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20. _
h- - 2g, _

h
20, _
h-

204, ie.,
h-

2 "a.h- - 2 "a.h- - - 2 "
h

Qo - 2 g,/,. J.
h-

Resuming the passage by Errol Harris -

-Let me once more recapitulate the dialEctia1.1 relatiun in its full complexity. The wholes which it rdates are each, in
one aspect, se1lcolltailled and self-depenthnt [or, mitilllly, ,.XJ"IUIkdly ~-"pmduci"Z - F.t:.Q.], and, in another, mutually
implicated and inseparably interrelated [rOTt!(lch prrdt!U"YOT ..y.. lnn nwWr., from II S/.IJ..k of~mg s",!-,.,.prot1JIctivity tD.- ofplD'til21
!irlj-f!H.-"J'f'O'luC'liTJily In 1M fum/. of Il sdj-revolutiOffi.::ing or 'st!lf-~t.I2~ool"tiOt<i:jns'production 01 its qualitatively, emwlogiCidly diff~t 

OIl1ologiadly 1td-rxf'lU"kd - SIl£CL~SOT systt!m - F.t:_Q.]. Essentially the relation is serial, each successor whole being a fuller and
more adequate realization [or" fvllu sdj-bvt!lopmLlft IUfIi st!lf-out-worl.:ing of its proto-swjtet/object 'intN-du4/ity' OJ' 'intenllli 9!!to1oyifal

self-(ontradiction' - F.f.Q.l of the systematic principle governing the entire serUs. So each is rela!:l':d to its predece!i'iOrs as
their fulfillment [or lIS the 'nplic:iti:Qtfon' 0/ what they held implicit - F.t:.,Q.], rt-quirinz and incorporating the prior~ while
actualizing potentialities of which they were incapable. For this reason, while the subsequent involves the antecedent,
it also 5uperudes and, in some sense, negates its forebears. Each whole, then, is a grade [or 'mdtifinite', 'metll-/rtUtQr

SCQlelltTJe!- F.t:.,Q.], a dt-vt-fopmental stage, within the total series, but also a distinct relatively self-subsistent [or trrmsitorily

self·reproduring _ F.~.£J phase Slanding in qualitative contrast and opposition [., 1T/."ion hrrrin denoltd triIllhe pic:to--Ukographic:

sig_ ' .............' foT the 'f;Ucc~'iOr""""""'predeceMOl"'ordering. and 'r----" for the 'predecessor r----' successor' ordering - F.f.Q.} to its neighbors
[~Q..l L-., ~Q. L-., ~g.;.1 ]. Yet because this opposition is resolved in the highn phase (which preserves the contrasl

whilE it supersedes it li.e.,as the result of a 'self--«tlUfhtbnra' opemtfon - F.f.Q.]), the entire series remains continuous and coherent.·

[Errol E. Harris, ibid., p. 256, bold italics commentary and emphasis added by F.g.,Q.J.

fine generic historical-dJalectical stqumrr/StritS IS. to the fifth stIgc. phase. O!" epoch, per the g anthmeti(/algl'b~a ro~ di..lecnc.5-

nn .... nO .... nn .... nO .... nn __ or nn 2
0

.... nn 2' .... nn z2
U~ U= U~ U~ u:!S ..., u~ u~ u:!!O

, .
nn:: nn 2

.... U~ ..... U~ .........

Again,. note that, because of the «aufhtbm- principle and the additivt illempo/t7l'"Y ClIIOC'tldl'tl UI the Q Ruks-System, a ~ ~Ql, serir.s or 'lfluditRtivr.

sum' ['purr.-OIltologiclllsum'] l'CJua1s theleadine tP.Tll1;n the {~Qk}stqUlmce, which already contains all of its predecessor terms. For example-

n~ + ng, + n~ + n~ + n 94u u l U U U
.I nQk

(k~O.4)U

Each .")'Stem/whole in the 'meta-system' series/stqUlmce thus 'causally implies' [' -'J its successor(s): ~~ .... ~g,1 - ~~ .... ~~ .... ~94"" ....

Ea<.:h abo unlulq;icullyt·Xt·t,t',/s its prcdl'C~r(s): ~Qo -+- ~9.J. -+ ~QJ; -+- ~9J -+ ~g. -+ ....

Each also explicitly inc:orpomtts /contllitlSalio/ibipredecessor(s): ~~ C ~9.t c ~~ c ~9J c ~94 c

Each alq, 'u,,/icitiu.~'/llctUldiz~~ what was only implicit /potential in its predecessor(s): ~Q., ::::JI ~Ql ::::JI ~.Q,. ::::Jl ~~ :::::11 ~Q... :::JI ....

n n _ r----' n n .----' n n r----' n a r----' n n r----' d n n t
u~ u::l.l u.:52 u~ u~ ...,an u~ ~Q.. t·· ··1·
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Conducting the passage by Errol Harris--

-The relation of mankind to nature has nnw to be understood in lhe light of this dialectic COnceptiOIl. Human
personality, developing within social structures peculiar to its appropriate level in the sctde, is integral to the whole. On
the other hand, as one level distinct &om others, it confronts the prior phases as other and opposed. But this is only onc
aspect of its relation to them, for they are also its forebears and progmitors in which tire potentiality of its emergena is
installt. What humanity sus as nature is its own self in becoming; but morc than this, nature is the very matrix from
which its very being is contrived and the soil out of which it is nourished.-

(Errol E. Harris, ibid., pp. 256-257, bold italics commentary and emphasis added by F.g.Q.].

A
Transition to the Brieji"g on the JJ - ~b Dialecticalldcography. The next Briefing evokes the ~u. arithmetic

out of the mutual and immanent [self-]critiques of both the N and the ~Q arithmetics, as the dialectical

"'unification'" '''complex unity'" "'higher unity'" or 'un i-thesis' of the «arehe» thesis .. and its 'eontra-tllesis', , , __ =A- '
A A

ttQ.. a 'rmi-thcsis' also denoted by !!QQll & by ~Qu' completing the 'synthesis-sum' denoted by N m tJQ (I) tiu.·

The foregoing briefing has set forth the apparatus of mainly the ~Q and~ epochs of the { Q } dialectical

arithmetics and their dial~ctical algebras, without addressing their Q, g, g, Q, etc., "'epochs"', and at a
~g!!.J;.-

rather generic level, largely detached from their interpretations -- Le., rather remote from the [meta-Jmodeling
of specific processes of ern-human natural history and of hmnan/'meta-sOC'ial' "'psycho-history''', or of the
[psycho--lhistarical pmcesse$ of development of particular human conceptual systems and traditions oj thought.

The syntax of this ideographical 'language of olltie meta-evolution' more dearly reveals its semantic potential
and limitations as we engage its interpretations. We so engage in the next full section, Section II., where we
employ the NO incamation of dialectical ideography, among others, to model the observable, historical,

human, "'psycho-historical'" phenomenon of The Meta-Evolution Of Aritl,metics itself.

Di~ltrliClllldo'''imphy r _l'i(' Oiqrihul"d ~S,ulli:;tlnt., I,! f<oundation Cncydovedia Dialtftica


